The Cybele and Hilda dynamical groups delimit the outer edge of the asteroid belt. Their compositional distribution is a key element to constrain evolutionary models of the Solar System. In this paper, we present a compositional analysis of these populations using spectroscopic observations, SDSS and NEOWISE data. As part of the PRIMASS (Primitive Asteroids Spectroscopic Survey), we acquired visible spectra of 18 objects in Hilda or Cybele groups with the Goodman High Throughput Spectrometer at the 4.1m SOAR telescope and 20 near-IR spectra of Hilda objects with Near Infrared Camera Spectrograph at the 3.56m TNG. The sample is enlarged with spectra taken from the literature in order to increase our statistical analysis. The spectra were inspected for aqueous alteration bands and other spectral features that can be linked to compositional constraints. The analysis shows a continuous distribution of compositions from the main-belt to the Cybele, Hilda and Trojan regions. We also identify a population in the Trojans group not present in Hilda or Cybele objects.
Introduction
The outskirts of the asteroid belt can be divided into three main groups: the Cybele, between 3.3 and 3.7 au, in the external region of the Hecuba gap (i.e., the 2:1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter), the Hilda at ∼ 4.0 AU in the 3:2 mean motion resonance with Jupiter, and the Trojan population around the L4 and L5 equilibrium points of Jupiter.
Due to their heliocentric distances, asteroids belonging to these groups would have experienced less heating and should be of more pristine composition than objects in inner regions of the main belt (Rivkin et al., 2015; Krot et al., 2015) . Therefore they are considered to be transitional populations between icy and rocky objects.
Early investigations of the composition of members of the outer belt populations (Tedesco & Gradie, Gradie 1989 , Gradie 1979 showed a predominance of asteroids with low albedo and featureless spectra, whose colors vary from gray to red. In the Tholen's taxonomic classification (Tholen, 1984) this corresponds to the C-, P-, or D-type. The red color in primitive class asteroids is often associated with the presence of complex organics on their surfaces (Gaffey et al., 1989; Vilas et al., 1994) . Moreover, Emery et al. (2006) detected fine grained anhydrous silicates on the surface of D-/P-type Trojan asteroids by their thermal emission. Although these taxonomic classes are observed across the whole asteroid belt, Carvano et al. (2003) pointed out, based on visible spectroscopy, that inner belt D-type objects often have concave spectral shapes and higher albedo compared to the outer belt D-types, suggesting that they may be compositionally different. Furthermore, Dahlgren and Lagerkvist (1995) and Dahlgren et al. (1997) investigated visible spectra of 43 objects in the Hilda group. They reported 64% of the Hilda asteroids belonged to the D-class, while 28% and 2% were P-and C-types, respectively (the remaining percentage belonged to ambiguous classes). In addition, a relation between spectral slope and asteroid size was found. The authors argued that this could be the result of a size dependent surface composition where the P-types dominate at larger sizes. A possible explanation is given by their mutual collisions, if D-types are more fragile than P-types, this will favor disruptive collisions among D-type precursors. In this case, a larger fraction of the smaller body population can be collisional fragments from a few shattered large D-type precursors resulting in a large fraction of small D-type asteroids, as observed.
Investigations on Cybele asteroids composition have been carried out by Lagerkvist et al. (2005) . They obtained visible spectra of 20 Cybele asteroids and found that the D-type Cybele objects tend to be smaller than P-and C-type objects, which is similar to the aforementioned behavior for the Hilda group. Additionally, they note the presence of one large S-type among the Cybele objects and a larger fraction of C-types than in Hilda population.
The results of Dahlgren et al. (1997) were obtained using reflectance spectra of asteroids with absolute magnitude H V < 11.3, which means diameters D > 35 km assuming an albedo of p V = 0.05, and the results of Lagerkvist et al. (2005) were obtained using reflectance spectra of Cybele asteroids with absolute magnitude H V < 11.9, which means D > 20 km assuming the same p V . Both samples correspond only to the large end of the size distribution of the Cybele and Hilda asteroids. Gil-Hutton and Brunini (2008) and Gil-Hutton and Licandro (2010) searched for photometric data of Hilda and Cybele asteroids, respectively, in the Moving Object Catalogue of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey to find the spectrophotometric characteristics of small members of both groups. They found that the correlation between size and spectral slope previously suggested for Hilda and Cybele asteroids was correct only for large objects (H < 12) but it was not supported by data obtained from the small ones. The authors propose that the observed trend could be the result of a combination of the space weathering and resurfacing due to a collisional process modified by a truncation of the population size distribution.
While several tens of visible spectra of Cybele and Hilda asteroids have been published, there are only a few of them in the near-infrared region. Dumas et al. (1998) reported spectra of 1 Cybele and 8 Hilda asteroids in the 0.8-2.5 µm spectral region together with the spectra of another 9 low albedo asteroids. The selected targets belonged to the P-or D-types in the taxonomy classification of Tholen (1984) , all objects presented slightly red and featureless spectra.
Recently, Takir and Emery (2012) published spectra of 6 Cybele and 3 Hilda asteroids among 28 primitive asteroids with a semi-major axis of 2.5 − 4.0au covering the 0.5 − 4.0µm region, aiming to examine the distribution and abundance of hydrated minerals (any mineral that contains H 2 O or OH associated). They identified four groups on the basis of the shape and band center of the 3 µm feature: (1) the "sharp" group, that exhibits a sharp 3 µm feature, attributed to hydrated minerals (phyllosilicates); (2) the "Ceres-like" group, that like asteroid Ceres, exhibits a 3 µm feature with a band center of ∼ 3.05 which is superimposed on a broader absorption feature from 2.8 to 3.7 µm; (3) the "Europa-like" group, that exhibits a 3 µm feature with a band center of 3.15 ± 0.01 µm; (4) the "rounded" group, that are characterized by a rounded shape feature, attributed to H 2 O ice already identified in the infrared spectra of (24) Themis (Campins et al., 2010; Rivkin and Emery, 2010) , (65) Cybele (Licandro et al., 2011) and (107) Camilla (Hargrove et al., 2012) . Unlike the sharp group, the rounded group did not experience aqueous alteration. In the Cybele group, five out of six objects presented a 3.0 µm band that were classified in the "rounded" group, only one belonged to the "sharp" group. While in the Hildas there were three in the "rounded" group and one in the "sharp" group. Even though the spectral analysis of the 3.0 µm region can provide a clue to the presence of water ice or hydrated minerals on a primitive asteroid surface, in the visible and near-infrared regions (up to 2.4 µm) the lack of specific spectral features prevents an unique compositional interpretation. Even if weak minor absorption bands has been reported in these regions, their interpretation is not clear (Mothé-Diniz, 2010) . At present, the general outline for the composition of these asteroids is a mixture of organics, anhydrous silicates, opaque materials and ice (Bell, 1989; Gaffey et al., 1989; Vilas et al., 1994) . It is very difficult to define the composition of these objects since no analogous meteorites for P-type asteroids has been found and there is only one analogous meteorite for D-types: the Tagish Lake, a very red and opaque meteorite (Hiroi et al., 2001) .
Considerable interest in studying the Hilda and Cybele populations is also due to their possible relation with dormant comets (Licandro et al., 2008) . Di Sisto et al. (2005) shows that a considerable amount of the Jupiter family comets could have actually been originated from the Hilda population.
Planetary migration models, such as the Nice model Morbidelli et al., 2005; Tsiganis et al., 2005) , posit that a strong dynamical evolution would have occurred in the early Solar System, mainly due to interactions between Jupiter and Saturn. In particular, the Hilda and Cybele populations would be directly affected by the orbital configuration and evolution of the giant planets. Such a scenario would destabilize the Jovian Trojan and Hilda populations, repopulating them later during the same phase of the dynamical evolution with planetesimals scattered inward from the region beyond the ice giants Roig and Nesvornỳ, 2015; Morbidelli et al., 2005; Brož and Vokrouhlickỳ, 2008) . The Cybele asteroids are the last stable region of the main belt, before the resonant populations. Levison and Duncan (1993) showed that some objects originating in the primitive trans-Neptunian belt may have also been inserted in the outer regions of the main belt, during the same period. From these models, therefore it is expected that Hilda and Trojan's populations show a similar compositional distribution, while the Cybele group should present a broader distribution of surfaces since it would have objects with origin both in the main belt and in the trans-Neptunian belt.
In this paper we present new spectroscopic data of Cybele and Hilda asteroids in the visible and near-IR. We also analyze the visible and near-infrared (near-IR) spectra in the literature. In section 2 we describe the observation and reduction processes, and in section 3 the parametrization and analysis. The results for the spectroscopic analysis are presented in section 4. In section 5 we perform an extended analysis using data of Hilda and Cybele groups available in large public databases, such as SDSS and NEOWISE. The discussion of our results is presented in section 6, and finally the conclusions on section 7. Result from wavelet technique to filter out fringing effects from the spectra using grating 300 l/mm. Top image shows the spectrum of (790) Pretoria; Middle image shows the spectrum after wavelet filtering and bottom image the residuals.
Observation and data reduction

Visible
We collected low-resolution spectra of 18 asteroids in the Cybele and Hilda populations ( Table 1 ). The data were obtained through the Goodman High Throughput Spectrograph (GTHS) at the 4.1m SOAR telescope on Cerro-Pachón, Chile. We used a setup with the grating of 300 lines/mm and the slits of 1.03" in 2011 and 1.68" in 2012 with no second order blocking filter, which provides an effective spectral interval of 0.4-0.87 µm. Observations were made in a total of 6 nights, split in semesters 2011A and 2012B. We also obtained two sequences of calibration quartz lamps, just before and after the acquisition of the target. Acquiring them with the same configuration as the target enabled us to account for flexures of the instrument. At least one solar analog was observed during each night, at different airmasses.
The quartz lamps were used to do the flat-field correction of the images, while the HgAr lamps were used for the wavelength calibration. We applied standard reduction techniques: images were bias and flat-field corrected using quartz lamp flat. In sequence, the sky background was subtracted and each one-dimensional spectrum was extracted with variable aperture, depending on the conditions of the night. The spectra were wavelength calibrated with HgAr lamps. This procedure was repeated for the three sub-exposures of each target. The spectra were then averaged to produce a final object spectrum.
To obtain asteroid reflectance spectra, we divided the object spectrum by the spectra of Solar Analogs. Before comparing the spectra of the target with the spectra of the solar analogs to remove the signature of the Sun, we analyzed the spectra of the standard stars to detect small differences in color introduced during the observations, e.g. by inconsistent centering of the star in the slit. These differences could propagate into the spectrum of the target through the reduction process. To quantify these errors, we divided, for each night, all of the spectra of the solar analogs by one that we take as reference (the one at lower airmass), after applying an atmospheric extinction correction. The extinction of the sky is dependent on the wavelength, with shorter wavelengths experiencing greater extinction. To minimize the spectral extinction effect from the difference in airmass between the stars and the target, we applied color correction to the spectra of the object and the stars. In the absence of extinction coefficients for Cerro Pachón, we used the mean extinction coefficients for La Silla, since this observatory is located relatively close and at similar altitude from Cerro Pachón. A study of the variation of extinction coefficients from different sites suggested the extinction is mostly influenced by the altitude of the site. The result of dividing the spectrum of a solar analogs by another should be a straight line with spectral slope S ′ = 0. This procedure enable us to discard observations of stars with a bad behavior induced by systematic errors and estimate the error in the slope. Finally, all reflectance spectra were normalized to 1 at 0.55µm.
The data reduction was made by combining scientific Python with IRAF 1 tasks, called through the PyRAF 2 library.
Fringing correction
The final spectra presented a strong fringing pattern towards the red part of the spectrum. The pattern is still noticeable even after the flat field correction. In order to attenuate this fringing contribution, we applied a wavelet technique based on Mallat (1999) . This type of algorithm is typically used for signal denoising, i.e. decreasing the intensity of high frequencies in the wavelet decomposition. Our approach was to establish a bandpass algorithm that decrease intensity of medium-high frequencies, without removing the high frequencies (noise). We applied a coiflet wavelet with hard thresholding with an up and low threshold. A typical result is shown on Figure 1. 
Near-infrared
Low resolution near-infrared spectra were taken with the 3.56 m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) using the low resolution mode of NICS (Near Infrared Camera Spectrograph), based on an Amici prism disperser that covers the 0.8-2.4 µm region (Oliva 2000) . The slit was oriented in the parallactic angle, and we used differential tracking that follows the asteroid motion. The width of the slit used was 1.5" and corresponds to a spectral resolving power R ∼ 34 quasi-constant along the spectra. The observational method and reduction procedure followed that described in Licandro et al. (2002a) . The acquisition consisted of a series of short exposure images in one position of the slit (position A) and then offsetting the telescope by 10" in the direction of the slit (position B), and obtaining another series of images. This process was repeated and a number of ABBA cycles were acquired. The total onobject exposure time is listed in Table 2 . The two-dimensional spectra were extracted, and collapsed to one dimension. The wavelength calibration was performed using a look-up table which is based on the theoretical dispersion predicted by ray-tracing and adjusted to best fit the observed spectra of calibration sources and telluric absorptions. To correct for telluric absorption and to obtain the relative reflectance, several G2 stars from the list of Landolt (1992) were observed during the same night at airmass similar to that of the asteroids. These Landolt stars have been observed on previous nights together with the solar analogue star P330E (Colina & Bohlin 1997) and they are intensively used as solar analogs.
Finally, the spectra of the asteroids were divided by the spectra of the solar analogue stars, and the so obtained reflectance spectra averaged, obtaining the final reflectance spectrum of each object. Sub-pixel offsetting was applied when dividing the two spectra to correct for errors in the wavelength calibrations due to instrumental flexure. By comparing the reflectance spectra of the same asteroid obtained with different solar analogues we determined that the uncertainty in the slope is smaller than 1%/0.1 µm. Some spectra present a turn in the slope towards the red. We identify this behavior by measuring two slopes: IR-slope1 is measured in the 1.0-1.75 µm interval, while IR-slope2 in the 1.95-2.3 µm.
Analysis
Visible
We present nine spectra of Hilda asteroids and nine spectra of Cybele asteroids ( Figure 2 ). All of them (but one) are red, only (225) Henrietta shows a blue spectral slope. The majority of them are featureless, only (940) Kordula shows a broad absorption band centered at 0.7 µm (Figure 3 ). While, Some of them also show a clear drop of reflectance bellow 0.5 µm.
For the characterization of these spectra we defined 4 parameters( Figure 3 ): the presence of a 0.7 µm absorption band, the visible slope, the presence of a turn-off point around 0.5 µm and, in case of the existence of the turn-off point, we also measure the near-ultraviolet (near-UV) slope. We also determined the taxonomic classification of these objects in the Bus and Binzel (2002) scheme.
In order to increase the sample for the statistical analysis of the populations we collected visible spectra of Cybele and Hilda objects in the literature. From the spectroscopic surveys S3OS2 (Lazzaro et al., 2004) , SMASS (Bus and Binzel, 2002) and Vilas et al. (1998) , we gathered: 5 spectra from each dataset for the Hilda group, and 35,11,15 for the Cybele group, respectively. We also added 30 spectra from Dahlgren et al. (1997) and Dahlgren and Lagerkvist (1995) for the Hilda population; and 18 spectra from Lagerkvist et al. (2005) for the Cybele population. Therefore, the total sample of visible data consists in 88 spectra of 55 objects for the Cybele population and 54 spectra of 37 objects for the Hilda population. It is important to note that the spectral coverage of these works are slightly different from the one obtained with GHTS-SOAR; S30S2 has a spectral coverage of 0.5-0.9 µm; SMASS of 0.4-0.9 µm; Vilas 0.5-0.9 µm; Dahlgren et al. (1997) and Dahlgren and Lagerkvist (1995) ; 0.4-0.9 µm or 0.4-0.7 µm, and Lagerkvist et al. (2005) of 0.4-0.9µm.
All literature spectra were re-analyzed with the aforementioned parametrization, for the sake of homogeneity, although due to the varying spectral coverage, there are cases where some of the parameters could not be measured.
Taxonomy
The taxonomic classification was made using the on-line tool for modeling spectra of asteroids, M4AST (Popescu et al., 2012) . We first performed a polynomial adjust, with varying order, that represents the spectrum of the asteroid. Then, the tool compared this fit to templates of each class defined by the DeMeo et al. (2009) taxonomy at the corresponding wavelengths. The adopted taxonomic class is the one with the smallest chi-squared. Then we checked the classification of all objects and for the specific targets where the taxonomic result is related to one feature that does not appear in the wavelength range of study, we reclassified them in the Bus and Binzel (2002) taxonomy in cases where the result was an specific class of the DeMeo et al. (2009) .
Visible slope
Given that these are primitive asteroids, the majority of them are featureless, i.e. they show no absorption bands in their visible spectra. The only feature that can be measured in all asteroids of this sample is the visible spectral slope.
To calculate the slope, we follow the definition of the spectral gradient (S') in Jewitt (2002) . We make a liner fit to the spectrum in the wavelength range 0.55 -0.86 µm, where the reflectance is well represented by a linear fit. We normalize the fit by the mean value of the reflectance in the adopted range, in units of %/1000Å.
The systematic error in the slope is estimated by the standard deviation of the distribution of slopes calculated in the solar analogs analysis, as explained in section 2.1. Unfortunately, for the majority of the spectra in the literature, we have no information on the systematic error associated with the solar analogs. In this case, we assumed a systematic error of 1%. Another source of error is the computation of the slope. To estimate this, we performed a Monte-Carlo model to fit the slope of the asteroid, by doing a thousand iterations, and removing randomly 20% of the points, the error assumed is the one-sigma of the distribution. The final error of the slope, included in table 3 is the quadratic sum of the systematic and the Monte-Carlo produced errors, and is strongly dominated by the systematic one, specially with a high signal to noise regime. Whenever an asteroid is observed more than once, we take the mean value for the slope and the error is chosen between the standard deviation of the mean or the error propagation, whichever is higher.
3.1.3. Hydration: The 0.7 µm band and the turn-off point
The presence of aqueously altered minerals on asteroid surfaces can be inferred by the presence of a shallow absorption band centered at 0.7µm (See figure 3, panel a) . This band is strongly correlated with the unambiguous hydration indicator, the 3.0 µm absorption band Vilas et al., 1994) .
We search for the presence of this feature in our sample applying a methodology similar to the one in Carvano et al. (2003) and Morate et al. (2016) . First we calculate the continuum with a linear fit within the 0.55-0.58 and 0.83-0.86 µm intervals. We then divide the spectra by the continuum, and fit a fourth-order spline in the 0.58-0.83 µm range. For objects that present the feature, we characterize its depth and central wavelength. It is important to note that the aqueous alteration absorption band is centered around 0.7 µm. Objects with spectra like (401) or (1144) present a concave spectra (Figure 2 ), that could be explained by the presence of an absorption band, but not centered near 0.7 µm, but, at much lower wavelengths, where no hydration band is expected. We therefore do not include these objects in the list of aqueously altered asteroids.
For the error estimation we ran a Monte-Carlo model with 1000 iterations, randomly removing 20% of the points, and measured the band depth at each iteration. The final value for the band depth is the center of the resultant distribution and the error is the variance.
Another possible indicator of hydration is a decrease in reflectance shortward of 0.5 µm. Vilas (1995) states that the reflectance spectra of asteroids believed to contain iron-bearing silicates in their surface materials show a strong UV absorption feature believed to be caused by a a ferric oxide intervalence charge transfer transition (IVCT) centered in the UV. C-, B-, and G-generally exhibit a spectral turnover near 0.5 µm. It is believed that the presence of opaque materials in the surface of the low-albedo asteroids masks this IVCT in the 0.5-0.75 µm region and slightly lowers the absorption in the blue/UV spectral region.
We will refer to the presence of this feature by the characterization of the "turn-off point". First we perform a linear fit using just ten points at the beginning and at the end of the spectral coverage. Then we measure the distance between the spectral points and the fit over all the spectral coverage (red line in Figure 3-a) . The distance of the farthest away point should surpass a minimal value of 3.5% to consider the turn-off. This threshold was defined by trial and error and visual analysis. Figure 4 shows the 20 near-IR spectra of 19 Hilda asteroids. All objects present a red near-IR spectra with no strong absorption, except for a slope change towards redder wavelengths in some cases, e.g. (1269), (2624) and others. A similar behavior was observed in the near-infrared spectrum of the meteorite Alias (Cloutis et al., 2011a) , a CI-class meteorite, and in a few CM-class meteorites (Cloutis et al., 2011b) . The authors explained the feature with the presence of the mineral Berthierine, a phyllosilicate from the serpentine group.
Near-Infrared
The same methodology described in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 were used for the taxonomic classification and slope calculation. We choose to calculate the near-IR slope in two separate intervals: IR-slope1 in the 1.0-1.75 µm range; IR-slope2 in the 1.95-2.3 µm range. Objects with slope variation higher than 1.5 %/1000Å are considered to present a turn-off in the near-infrared spectrum, around 1.9 µm. We excluded the 1.35-1.45 and 1.75-1.95 µm regions, due to the strong noise caused by Earth's atmosphere absorption.
We searched the literature in order to increase our sample and extend the near-IR analysis to the Cybele group. We collected 4 spectra from SMASSII, 9 from Takir and Emery (2012) and 2 from Reddy et al (2016) . The final sample contains an amount of 40 spectra for 31 objects in the Hilda population and 9 spectra of 6 in the Cybele.
The slope error for objects in our sample is described in section 2.2. In this case all the errors are assumed to be 1%/1000A plus the Monte-Carlo produced error, applying the same methodology as in section 3.1.2. For objects with more than one observation the slopes are averaged and the error is chosen between the standard deviation or the propagated error, whichever is higher. The results for the analysis of the visible spectra are shown in Table 3 for Cybele and Hilda objects of our sample and in table 4, for the Cybele and in table 5 for the Hilda objects in the literature. Features that could not be measured due to the spectral interval are marked with a star ('*') symbol, and where it could be measured, but the feature was not detected with a dash ('-') symbol.
Results
For an extended analysis, we add information optical geometric albedo and diameters, obtained from the current release of the NEOWISE dataset (Mainzer et al., 2016) . Tables 8 and 9 list proper elements (Nesvorny, 2015) and geometric albedo for the objects in our Cybele and Hilda samples, respectively. Figure 5 shows the scatter plots of spectral slope versus diameter for the Cybele and Hilda objects. The enlarged samples show a trend that had been previously noted by other authors Lagerkvist et al. (2005) and Dahlgren et al. (1997) , in which the larger objects in those populations tend to present intermediate values for the spectral slope, and that the scatter in that parameter increases for smaller diameters.
The bottom panels of Figure 6 shows the histograms of spectral slope for the Cybele and Hilda asteroids. On both populations it is possible to detect a bimodality on the spectral slope distribution, which had also been pointed out in the literature (Gil-Hutton and Brunini, 2008; Gil-Hutton and Licandro, 2010) . On the top panels of this figure we show scatter plots of geometric albedo versus spectral slope. It is possible to assure the presence of two clusters: the first, centered at ∼ 4.2%/1000Å, consists of X-class asteroids, while the redder group, centered at ∼ 9.4%/1000Å, is dominated by the D-class. For the Cybele group, the first cluster is centered at ∼ 2.3%/1000Å, with a mix of the C-class and X-class objects, with a clear separation for the redder D-class, centered at ∼ 8.8%/1000A. On both groups the clusters with higher spectral slopes tend also to present slightly higher albedo than the clusters with lower spectral slope. Bauer et al. (2013) and Duffard et al. (2014) observed a similar behavior in the Centaur population, which also present a bimodal color distribution. Although, it is worthy to notice the redder group in the Centaur population is substantially redder than a typical D-type asteroid. The Cybele group shows a wider variety of colors and taxonomic classes, but predominantly primitive classes (see Tables 4 and 5 ). We stress the presence of two S-type objects: (679) Hippodamia with a diameter D = 42 km and (3675) Kemstach with D = 18 km, according to NEOWISE data. Gil-Hutton and Licandro (2010) showed other five potentially S or Q-types with SDSS data, although these are smaller objects.
It is also important to note the distribution of objects with signs of hydration in the Cybele and Hilda groups. The 0.7 µm absorption band is only detected in seven of the 55 Cybele asteroids, and none is observed within the Hildas. All but one are C-class objects (940 is a Xc). The UV-drop is detected in six Cybele objects, and only one Hilda: (334) Chicago. There are two Cybele objects that present both features, (121) Hermione and (168) Sibylla. The asteroids (334) and (121) are the only objects in the Hilda and the Cybele group, respectively, in Takir and Emery (2012) to show a "sharp" shape for the 3 µm feature, which is also associated to the presence of hydrated minerals. For objects that present the turn-off, we also measured the UV-slope. Since only a small amount of objects presents this feature, no relevant information was found for the UV-slope.
The results for the near-IR analysis for TNG spectra are presented in Table 6 , and in Table 7 for the literature Hilda and Cybele objects. The majority of objects in the Hilda group present a reddish IRslope1 and are classified as D-type objects. No D-type is observed in the Cybele group (consisting of six objects), however, this is somehow to be expected. According to DeMeo and Carry (2013) , the dominant class for objects larger than 100 km is the P-type (equivalent to the X-type for our purpose), with very small contribution from D-type. In our sample, five out of six objects are larger than 150 km, therefore the absence of this class in our sample is consistent with the previous results. Figure 7 suggests that the clusters in the near-infrared slope reflect in the albedo distribution, redder objects tends to higher albedo, accordantly to the behavior in figure 6a. Objects with a significant difference from IR-slope1 to the IR-slope2 (higher than 1.5 %/1000Å) are observed in both groups.
Extended analysis with large public datasets
In this section we use data from large public databases in order to interpret our spectra within the broader context of the distribution of physical properties of the objects in the Cybele and Hilda regions, and then compare them with the physical properties of the objects in the inner edge of the 2:1 resonance, and also with the Trojan population. For spectral slope and taxonomic classification we use data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Moving Object Catalog (Ivezic et al., 2010) that were classified by Carvano et al. (2010) and Hasselmann et al. (2011) into a taxonomic scheme designed to be compatible with the Bus classification, within the limits imposed by the spectral resolution of the SDSS data. Optical geometric albedo and diameter were obtained from the current release of the NEOWISE dataset (Mainzer et al., 2016) , and lists of members of the dynamic asteroid families in the regions were taken from Nesvorny (2015) .
To calculate the spectral slope from the asteroid reflectance spectra listed in Hasselmann et al. (2011) in a way that is compatible with the procedure described in section 3.2.2 we made a linear fit to the reflectances in the g, r, and i SDSS filters (centered at 0.47, 0.62 and 0.76 µm), normalized to g. To calculate the slope uncertainties we created 1000 clones of each observation by drawing random values for the reflectance in each filter using normal distributions with means equal to the listed reflectance value and variances equal to the listed uncertainties. The resultant spectral slope distribution was then fitted with a Gaussian curve, whose mean and variance were then adopted as the final value for the spectral slope and its uncertainty, respectively, expressed in units of %/1000Å. Using 3.3 < a < 3.7 au and 3.7 < a < 4.5 au to define Cybele and Hilda groups, we obtained a total of 255 asteroids listed in Nesvorny (2015) in the Cybele and 297 in the Hilda region with SDSS observations. Of these, 179 objects in the Cybele and 208 in the Hilda region also had tabulated albedos and diameters from Mainzer et al. (2016) . Nesvorny (2015) defines two families in the Cybele region, Sylvia and Ulla, and two in the Hilda region, Hilda and Schubart. In the Cybele families there were 20 objects from Sylvia and 2 from Ulla with both SDSS data and NEOWISE albedo. Similarly, 58 from Hilda and 31 from Schubart, In order to compare with the inner and outer edge of the Cybele and Hilda populations, we also consider the slope and albedo distributions for the Trojans and for the members of the Themis family. The later is taken here as representative of the material of the inner border of the 2:1 mean motion resonance with Jupiter. We consider 575 and 330 objects with both albedo and slope from Themis dynamical family and Trojans, respectively. Figure 8 shows the slope distribution of the featureless asteroids on Cybele and Hilda populations, with and without family members. The distribution of slopes in these regions are clearly bimodal, as discussed in the previous section. The Hilda and Schubart dynamical families contributed strongly to the peak at lower spectral slopes, but an excess of objects with small spectral slopes remain even after the removal of the listed family members. On the other hand, the removal of nominal family members does not affect significantly the slope distribution in the Cybele region. In what follows thus we will remove members of the families from the Hilda region, but we will keep the family members in the Cybele region.
These characteristics on the slope and albedo distribution on both populations had already been reported and discussed (Wong and Brown, 2017; Kasuga et al., 2012; Grav et al., 2012; Ryan and Woodward, 2011; Gil-Hutton and Licandro, 2010; Gil-Hutton and Brunini, 2008) , but no extensive analysis of the joined distributions of these two compositional indicators had been performed in the literature so far. To do so, we use scatter plots of slope versus albedo to construct weighted density plots. This is done by considering that each measurement of both albedo and slope defines a gaussian function with a mean value equal to the measured value and variance equal to its uncertainty, with the total density at each possible value of slope and albedo given by the sum of the gaussians of all measurements. Peaks on these density plots correspond thus to the probability of finding members of each population on given points of the slope-albedo space. Figure 9 shows the scatter and density plots for all populations. A number of clusters can be seen on the density plots. In the Cybele region (Fig. 9 ) the bimodality is apparent in the albedo-slope space. The lower slope peak clearly defined against the lower density cluster at higher slopes. The cluster at lower slopes concentrated a slightly lower albedos than the higher slope clusters. Also, the lower slope peak appears to consist of two subclusters that were not distinguishable from the spectral analysis (Section 4, Fig. 6 ), the most dense concentrated at lower spectral slopes and sligthtly higher albedos than the less dense one. In the Hilda region the slope bimodality is also apparent on the density plots, with the lower spectral slope population also appearing at slightly lower albedos than the higher slope population that dominates the region, though the removal of the objects that belong to a collisional family vastly diminish the population of objects in the first cluster. Again, in the Trojan region ( Figure 9 ) the bimodality on slopes also seem to correlate with albedo, but with the lower slope group having higher albedos than the dominant higher slope group. Finally, the Themis family plots as a dense single cluster in the slope-albedo space. We then proceed to define limits for each cluster. This is done visually, using the density plots (Fig.  9) . For Cybele and Hilda populations this can be done simply by defining limits in slope for each cluster. The three main groups in the Cybeles are thus defined with S ′ < 2.5, 2.5 < S ′ < 7.5%/1000Å , and S ′ > 7.5%/1000Å. The two clusters in Hilda group can also be defined using 7.5%/1000Å as limiting value. The Trojans, on the other hand, are better separated by a straight line given by p v = 0.055 − 0.1575(S ′ − 7). We can then calculate the weighted average for p v and slope for each cluster and the corresponding standard deviations (Table 10 ). Figure 10 shows the distribution of these clusters. Given that those clusters are defined mostly by ranges in the spectral gradient, they can be associated loosely with the equivalent Tholen's classes, in order to facilitate the qualitative comparison with previous works. Therefore we will be referring to the lower slope clusters as "C-cluster", to the the intermediate slope cluster as "P-cluster" and the higher slope clusters as "D-cluster". In Figure 6 we show the specific clusters of the Cybele and Hilda groups (blue boxes) for a comparison with the spectroscopic data analysis. Although these clusters are defined visually we can see they correlate to the boxes defined in figure 5 of DeMeo and Carry (2013) for the C, X and D types. 
Discussion
The joint analysis of the spectroscopic data, which represents larger objects, and spectrophotometric data, for small objects, reveals the diversity of surfaces in each group. We found two clusters in the albedo versus slope space of the Hilda group and three in the Cybele group. Although the subdivision of the lower slope cluster is only apparent using the larger SDSS sample. The bimodality is also observed in near-infrared properties. Each of this clusters might be related to different sets of compositions or processes that alter the surface of the asteroids, such as resurfacing and space weathering.
The larger variety of taxonomic classes, colors and albedo distribution reflects a wider range of possible compositions for the Cybele asteroids than Hilda asteroids. The presence of high-albedo objects (ρ g > 0.1) and even S-type asteroids among them suggest a contribution of objects formed in closer to Sun than their current positions.
The presence of two high-albedo objects among the Hilda also suggests that there is some contribution from the main belt objects to the population, as proposed by Grav et al. (2012) . We investigated if the high albedos of these two objects can be explained by possible biases in their radiometric diameters and/or H magnitudes. (1162) Larissa has two groups of thermal IR observations by WISE (Mainzer et al., 2011) and also by AKARI (see Usui et al. (2011) ), so we recomputed diameters using the NEATM implementation of Alí-Lagoa et al. (2016) . Our fits to all four groups of observations are very similar to those reported by NEOWISE, and the albedos remain higher than 0.11 even if we increase the value of the H magnitude by 0.3 mag. We also reproduce the reported size and albedo for (3843) OISCA, but in this case we can reach a reasonably lower albedo of 0.08 ± 0.02 if we increase the H-value by 0.3 mag (in fact, Vereš et al. (2015) obtained H= 10.9 ± 0.3), so the high-p v value is less robust for this object.
The hydration band in the visible spectra has been shown common in primitive objects of other regions of the main asteroidal belt. Fornasier et al. (2014) finds that 45% of C-complex asteroids presents the band in contrast with 4.5% for P-type in the Tholen taxonomy. For the Cybele group, we found the absorption band in only ∼ 30% of the C-types. The asteroid (940) Kordula was classified both in the Cgh and in Xc, based on the spectra obtained in this work and in Vilas et al. (2006) , respectively. Figure 6 shows that these objects are mostly related to the C-cluster in Cybele group, and the object (334) Chicago is on the left edge of the P-cluster in the Hilda group.
The small amount of hydrated objects among the Cybele asteroids and single presence of the object (334) Chicago, which presents a turn-off point in the visible, and a "sharp" 3.0 µm band (Takir and Emery, 2012) , the only hydrated asteroid found in the Hilda group, points to a scenario where hydration did not act strongly in these groups . In Fornasier et al. (2014) , the authors analyze a dataset of over 600 spectra of primitive asteroids in the literature and conclude that the aqueous alteration process is dominant in the 2.1 − 3.1 AU range, at smaller heliocentric distances than proposed by Vilas et al. (1994) . Morate et al. (2016) and Morate et al. (in prep.) shows families in the inner belt with a high amount of hydrated objects. Conjointly, thermal modeling by Grimm and McSween (1993) proposes the hydration process to act in the 2.5 − 3.3 AU range, just before the Cybele region. Thus, the Cybele group may delimit the region where aqueous alteration process could have occurred. However, it seems that the process acts predominantly at smaller heliocentric distances than those at where the Cybele and Hilda groups are located, and it can not be ruled out that the few hydrated objects found might also be contribution of objects originated in the main-belt.
We confirm the trend for larger objects in both groups presenting a more neutral color. In order to explain this scenario, Lagerkvist et al. (2005) and Dahlgren et al. (1997) proposed that D-types objects could be more fragile than P-types, and therefore, they can be more affected by disruptive events, and would be more numerous as smaller objects. In Gil-Hutton and Brunini (2008) and Gil-Hutton and Licandro (2010) , the authors emphasized that the trend is not seen in the small objects, observed with SDSS. They argue in favor of a combination of space weathering and resurfacing effects as the main explanation for this phenomenon. Ion-irradiation experiments on samples of Tagish-Lake meteorite tends to neutralize the spectral slope in the visible and near infrared spectral ranges (Vernazza et al., 2013; Lantz et al., 2017) . If the surfaces of D-type asteroids are optically dominated by similar materials, i.e., dark red hydrocarbon minerals, space weathering effects favor the evolution to a P-type surface. On the other hand, collisional disruption or collisional resurfacing would expose unweathered D-type material. Therefore they argue that the larger bodies, which did not experience catastrophic disruption or significant collisional resurfacing have more neutral colors, since their surfaces have been exposed to ion flux for longer times. On the contrary, the observed smaller objects could be fragments of larger asteroids recently disrupted by catastrophic collisions, showing fresh and more red surfaces, or have more neutral colors due to the combination of the effect produced by the ion bombardment and lack of small projectiles in the population to disrupt or resurface it, producing a color diversity in the observable small end of the size distribution.
Though, Vernazza et al. (2013) and Lantz et al. (2017) also stated that the space weathering has a brightening effect on Tagish Lake samples. In opposition, we note that in visible and near-infrared spectra, D-cluster objects presents slightly higher albedo than less-red objects. Carvano et al. (2003) analyzed a sample of 460 featureless spectra asteroids from all regions of the main belt and found a similar behavior. The ambient effects, such as space weathering and collisional resurfacing should diversify more the spectral gradient in the smaller objects than in the larger ones for the reasons pointed in Gil-Hutton and Brunini (2008) and Gil-Hutton and Licandro (2010) , but the same trend can also be explained if there is more than one compositional group in the population.
The red color objects are commonly hypothesized to be similar in composition to the Tagish Lake meteorite, that presents a red spectrum and a very low albedo. On Takir and Emery (2012) , the authors argue that all the observed D-and P-types located in the 3.0 < a < 4.0 au region exhibit a rounded shape 3.0 µm. They give a possible explanation for the feature with a thin layer of water frost in the surface of these asteroids. The presence of ice in the surface of the objects could also explain the higher albedo of D-types objects than Tagish Lake meteorite, though it is not clear how the presence of frost in the asteroid surface should alter the spectral slope.
To compare these groups to the neighboring populations, we analyzed the Themis and Trojan colors and albedo distribution. Figure 10 shows the measured center for each cluster in the Themis family, and in the Cybele, Hilda and Trojans populations. The values can be seen in Table 10 . There is a clear match for the three clusters in the Cybele group, which presents objects similar to those of Themis family and both groups observed in the Hildas. In the Jupiter Trojans it is possible to identify that the D-cluster matches objects with a cluster in Cybele and Hilda, but there is one group of objects which is not statistically strong in any of previous populations. We shall call it DP-cluster. Trojans DP-cluster seems to be redder and present higher albedo than the P-cluster in the Hilda and Cybele groups. A Two-dimensional Kolmogorow-Smirnov test rejects the hypothesis that the DP-cluster of the Trojan population comes from a similar distribution of the P-cluster of the Hilda os Cybele populations, providing a p-value << 0.01.
Planetary migration models suggests a common origin to Hilda and Trojans groups. Though, despite the fact that both populations presents a bimodal distribution, as also discussed in Wong and Brown (2017) , in the slope versus albedo space, they do not seem to be matching groups. A possible explanation is that Trojans asteroids may suffer resurfacing more frequently than Hilda asteroids, and present a generally younger surface. Davis et al. (2002) argues that the current intrinsic collisional probability and impact velocities are significantly lower for the Hildas than for the Trojans. Though, one of the Trojans groups is in good agreement with one of the Hilda clusters. Another possible explanation is that Hilda and Trojans have objects of different compositions and origins. The apparent continuity of asteroids surfaces and density objects from the Themis family to the Cybele, Hilda and Trojan populations may suggest a gradient of composition. This scenario would impose an obstacle for planetary migration models.
Conclusions
We obtained 18 visible and 22 near-infrared spectra of Cybele and Hilda populations at the outer edge of asteroid belt, in order to study their surface properties distributions. The sample was enlarged with literature spectra, resulting in a total of 85 visible and nine near-infrared spectra for Cybele group, and 83 visible and 35 near-infrared spectra for Hilda group. The analysis was enhanced with NEOWISE and SDSS data, for information on the optical geometrical albedo and spectrophotometric properties of the small size objects in these populations. We conclude that:
• The Hilda population shows a bimodal distribution of surface properties, while in the Cybele we could identify three predominant groups of objects. The Cybele population shows a wider contribution of neutral color objects than the Hilda. The bimodality is also observed in the near-infrared analysis, where we observe a trend of redder objects showing higher albedo.
• The Cybele group presents only 9 out 55 asteroids with evidence of hydrated minerals on their surfaces, while in the Hilda group only in the object (334) Chicago the presence of aqueous altered minerals in the surface can be confirmed. Therefore, the Cybele population could possibly delimit the outer edge where the aqueous alteration process can act strongly.
• We identify a continuity of surface properties from the Themis family to the Cybele, Hilda and Trojan populations. The last two populations shows distinct distribution of surface properties. This result could be related to a compositional gradient. Table 4 . Results for the analysis of the visible parameters in Cybele population for objects extracted from the literature. The '*' symbol is placed when the wavelenght coverage is not suitable for measuring the determined feature, while the symbol '-' is used for indicating that the wavelengh coverage is appropriated, but the feature was not identified. References: (1) Lagerkvist et al. (2005) ; (2) SMASS Bus and Binzel (2004) ;(3) S3OS2 Lazzaro et al. (2004) ; (4) Table 5 . Results for the analysis of the visible parameters in Hilda population for objects extracted from the literature. The '*' symbol is placed when the wavelenght coverage are not suitable for measuring the determined feature, while the symbol '-' is used for indicating that the wavelengh coverage is appropriated, but the feature was not identified.. References: (1) Dahlgren et al. (1997) and Dahlgren et al. (1997) ; (2) SMASS (Bus and Binzel, 2004) ;(3) S3OS2 (Lazzaro et al., 2004) ; (4) 
